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MR. WILLKIE AND THE SECOND FRONT

"In his Moscow statement Mr, Wiĺkie was speaking 'personally' and not in his

capacity as an agent of the President," says the New York Herald Tribune today,
"It enabled him to put the case for a second front with a vigor and directness he

could-not otherwise have used ...... The problem is urgent and Mr. Willkie

drives the fact home with great force. Except for one sentence, however, he

specifically suggests no more than what all in Britain and America are already

agreed upon -- second front in Europe at the earliest possible moment which our

military leaders will approve* It is only when he adds -- 'and perhaps some of

them will need some public prodding, next summer might he too late' that he

introduces a new note*

"Is 'public prodding' necessary? perhaps in a sense it is. Mr. Willkie
cannot be asking for the conduct of strategy by mass meeting; he certainly under-

stands as well as anyone else that the decision must be a military one. The art

of war, however, is an art and not an exact science; and as military men weigh
the many, imponderables which go into such decisions as this their conclusions are

unavoidably affected by their own bent of mind, and by the atmosphere around them.

For a public agitation to 'prod' the soldiers into adventures against their better

judgment would be a disaster of the first magnitude; it is on the other hand

essential for the people to create that atmosphere of aggressive urgency which will

permit and encourage bold decisions,

The New York Times columnist, Anne O'Hare McCormick, says "Wendell Willkie

has opened a new international derate on the burning question of the second front..

What Mr. Willkie said boils down to no more than official voices have expressed

before him..... All Mr. Willkie adds is the suggestion that the popular demand

outside Russia is not urgent enough to force the pace of the military leaders...

But that suggestion is significant* From the sounding-board of Moscow following

interviews with Stalin and other Soviet loaders and coming from 'the President's

personal representative' it was bound to raise echoes* And immediately it does,

General Wavell's talk to British and American correspondents in New Delhi sounds

like the answer of one important military leader to Mr. Willkie, In stating that

'shipping is almost the biggest fight of the war' and that the losses in that fight

are serious enough to hamper Allied strategy. General Wavell was probably under-

lining the argument used in Moscow to convince Stalin that transportation was the

vital factor in the decision regarding the second front.
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"It did not convince Stalin - and it does not convince the- British advocates

of the immediate Creation of a second front. Lord Strabolgi of the Labour party
seized tn the Willkie statement yesterday as a text for a renewed demand for action.

On the other, hand it inspired Lord Croft speaking for the War Office to call

attention to the enormous damage inflicted in the Luftwaffe by the R.A.F. and to

the material aid rendered by convoys under terrific attacks to the fighting Russians

by their British Allies,

"The debate is on* The 'prodding' Mr, Willkie asked for and the reaction

to the prodding have already, begun. This cannot change the military facts* But

in General Wavell‘s speech as in hints coming out of London and Washington and

cries of alarm from Vichy and Berne intended to draw out some indication of Allied

plans there is a strong suggestion of hurrying, military ‘decisions* , A major

offensive of some sort may be nearer than we think".

The Affaire Benoist Mechin

The New York Times states "There is poetic irony in. Pierre Laval‘s

dismissal of Jacques Benoist Mechin, Vichy Secretary of State for plotting to oust

his premier. What did M. Laval expect but betrayal when he organised a cabinet

of betrayers? What could they learn from, him but the fine art of-betrayal?

After all M, Benoist Mechin was seeking only what M* Laval himself heartily

endorses, an ever closer collaboration with the conquerors and enemies of the French

people

The New York Herald Tribune says ; - The most interesting point of the whole

affaire Benoist Mechin is simply the atmosphere it creates of uneasiness in Vichy.

Hitler's French appointees, are tense with the knowledge of deepening resentment

among their countrymen, of ever great strains being applied by the Nazis as the

German continental system creaks, of mounting threats both west and east trial may

send the whole sorry structure toppling. An ill assorted group with nothing in

common save their joint treason the nervous men of Vichy look on one Another with

suspicion and fear, reflecting the suspicion and fear that isrampant in all the

Quislings of all Europe".
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